Recently a variety of methods have been developed to encode graphs into lowdimensional vectors that can be easily exploited by machine learning algorithms. The majority of these methods start by embedding the graph nodes into a low-dimensional vector space, followed by using some scheme to aggregate the node embeddings. In this work, we develop a new approach to learn graph-level representations, which includes a combination of unsupervised and supervised learning components. We start by learning a set of node representations in an unsupervised fashion. Graph nodes are mapped into node sequences sampled from random walk approaches approximated by the Gumbel-Softmax distribution. Recurrent neural network (RNN) units are modified to accommodate both the node representations as well as their neighborhood information. Experiments on standard graph classification benchmarks demonstrate that our proposed approach achieves superior or comparable performance relative to the stateof-the-art algorithms in terms of convergence speed and classification accuracy. We further illustrate the effectiveness of the different components used by our approach.
Graphs are extensively used to capture relationships and interactions between different entities in many domains such as social science, biology, neuroscience, communication networks, to name a few. Machine learning on graphs has recently emerged as a powerful tool to solve graph related tasks in various applications such as recommendation systems, quantum chemistry, and genomics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Excellent reviews of recent machine learning algorithms on graphs appear in [1, 7] . However, in spite of the considerable progress achieved, deriving graph-level features that can be used by machine learning algorithms remains a challenging problem, especially for networks with complex substructures.
In this work, we develop a new approach to learn graph-level representations of variablesize graphs based on the use of recurrent neural networks (RNN). RNN models with gated RNN units such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) have outperformed other existing deep networks in many applications. These models have been shown to have the ability to encode variable-size sequences of inputs into group-level representations; and to learn longterm dependencies among the sequence units. The key steps of our approach include a new scheme to embed the graph nodes into a low dimensional vector space, and a random walk based algorithm to map graph nodes into node sequences approximated by the GumbelSoftmax distribution. More specifically, inspired by the continuous bag-of-word (CBOW) model for learning word representation [8, 9] , we learn the node representations based on the node features as well as the structural graph information relative to the node. We subsequently use a random walk approach combined with the Gumbel-Softmax distribution to continuously sample graph node sequences where the parameters are learned from the classification objective. The node embeddings as well as the node sequences are used as input by a modified RNN model to learn graph-level features to predict graph labels. We make explicit modifications to the architectures of the RNN models to accommodate inputs from both the node representations as well as its neighborhood information. We note that the node embeddings are trained in an unsupervised fashion where the graph structures and node features are used. The sampling of node sequences and RNN models form a differentiable supervised learning model to predict the graph labels with parameters learned from back-propagation with respect to the classification objective. The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Our model is able to capture both the local information from the dedicated pretrained node embeddings and the long-range dependencies between the nodes captured by the RNN units. Hence the approach combines the advantages of previously proposed graph kernel methods as well as graph neural network methods, and exhibits strong representative power for variable-sized graphs.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows,
• Graph recurrent neural network model. We extend the RNN models to learn graph-level representations from samples of variable-sized graphs.
• Node embedding method. We propose a new method to learn node representations that encode both the node features and graph structural information tailored to the specific application domain.
• Map graph nodes to sequences. We propose a parameterized random walk approach with the Gumbel-Softmax distribution to continuously sample graph nodes sequences with parameters learned from the classification objective.
• Experimental results. The new model achieves improved performance in terms of the classification accuracy and convergence rate compared with the state-of-the art methods in graph classification tasks over a range of well-known benchmarks. Step 3 Step 1: Node embeddings are learned from the graph structures and node features over the entire training samples.
Step 2: Graph node sequences are continuously sampled from a random walk method approximated by the Gumbel-Softmax distribution.
Step 3: Node embeddings as well as the node sequences are used as input by a modified RNN model to learn graphlevel features to predict graph labels.
Step 2 and 3 form a differentiable supervised learning model with both both random walk and RNN parameters learned from back-propagation with respect to the classification objective.
between arbitrary-sized graphs, which implicitly corresponds to a set of representations of graphs. Popular graph kernels encode graph structural information such as the numbers of elementary graph structures including walks, paths, subtrees with emphasis on different graph substructures [10, 11, 12] . Kernel based learning algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) are subsequently applied using the pair-wise similarity function to carry out specific learning tasks. The success of the graph kernel methods relies on the design of the graph kernel functions, which often depend on the particular application and task under consideration. Note that most of the hand-crafted graph kernels are prespecified prior to the machine learning task, and hence the corresponding feature representations are not learned with the classification objective [13] .
Graph convolutional neural networks
Motivated by the success of convolutional neural networks (CNN), recent work has adopted the CNN framework to learn graph representations in a number of applications [3, 14, 15, 6, 5] . The key challenge behind graph CNN models is the generalization of convolution and pooling operators on the irregular graph domain. The recently proposed convolutional operators were mostly based on iteratively aggregating information from neighboring nodes and the graph-level representations are accumulated from the aggregated node embeddings through simple schemes or graph coarsening approaches [6, 16, 14] .
Recurrent neural networks on graphs
Recurrent neural network (RNN) models have been successful in handling many applications, including sequence modeling applications thereby achieving considerable success in a number of challenging applications such as machine translation, sentence classification [17] . Our model is directly inspired by the application of RNN models in sentence classification problems, which use RNN units to encode a sequence of word representations into group-level representations with parameters learned from the specific tasks [18] . Several recent works have adapted the RNN model on graph-structured data. Li et al. modified the graph neural networks with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) and proposed a gated graph neural network model to learn node representations [16] . The model includes a GRUlike propagation scheme that simultaneously updates each node's hidden state absorbing information from neighboring nodes. Jain et al. and Yuan et al. applied the RNN model to analyze temporal-spatial graphs with computer vision applications where the recurrent units are primarily used to capture the temporal dependencies [19, 20] . You et al. proposed to use RNN models to generate synthetic graphs [21] trained on Breadth-First-Search (BFS) graph node sequences.
Preliminaries
A graph is represented as the tuple G = (V, H, A, l) where V is the set of all graph nodes with |V | = n. H represents the node attributes such that each node attribute is a discrete element from the alphabet Σ, where |Σ| = k. We assume that the node attributes are encoded with one-hot vectors indicating the node label type, and hence H ∈ R n×k . H i ∈ R k denotes the one-hot vector for the individual node i corresponding to the i th . The matrix A ∈ R n×n is the adjacent matrix. From the adjacent matrix, we denote N s (i) as the set of neighbors of node i with distance s from node i. l is the discrete graph label from a set of graph labels Σ g .
In this work, we consider the graph classification problem where the training samples are labeled graphs with different sizes. The goal is to learn graph level features and train a classification model that can achieve the best possible accuracy efficiently.
Proposed Approach

Learning node embedding from graph structures
The node embeddings are learned from the graph structures and node attributes over the entire training graphs. The main purpose is to learn a set of domain-specific node representations that encode both the node features and graph structural information.
Inspired by the continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model to learn word representations, we propose a node embedding model with the goal to predict the central node labels from the embeddings of the surrounding neighbors [8, 9] . Specifically, we want to learn the embedding matrix E ∈ R k×d such that each node i is mapped to a d-dimensional vector e i computed as e i = H i E , and the weight vector w ∈ R K representing the weights associated with the set of neighbor nodes N 1 , N 2 , ..., N K corresponding to different distances.
The predictive model for any node i is abstracted as follows: 
Each term w s j∈Ns(i) H j E corresponds to the sum of node embeddings from the set of neighbors that are s-distance to the center node i. f (·) is a differentiable predictive function and Y i ∈ R k corresponds to the predicted probability of the node type. In the experiment, we use a two-layer neural network model as the predictive function:
where
The loss function is defined as the sum of the cross entropy error over all nodes in the training graphs,
Connection with existing node embedding models
Previous work has described a number of node embedding methods to solve problems in various applications such as recommendation system and link prediction [22, 23] . Perozzi et al. and Grover et al. proposed DeepWalk and node2vec which use neighborhood information to derive the node embeddings inspired from Skip-Gram language models [24, 22] . Their objective is to preserve the similarity between nodes in the original network, which is obviously different from our proposed method. Our method has a similar formulation with Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) and GraphSAGE but the main difference is that they explicitly include the central node embedding aggregated with neighboring nodes to predict the central node labels but our pretrained model only uses the neighbors of the node information [6, 23] . In addition, their goal is to predict the node label for the unseen nodes in the network while ours is to learn a set of node representations that encode both node and structural information.
Learning graph node sequences
Since the next state of RNNs depends on the current input as well as the current state, the order of the data being processed is critical during the training task [25] . Therefore it is important to determine an appropriate ordering of the graph nodes whose embeddings, as determined by the first stage, will be processed by the RNN.
As graphs with n nodes can be arranged into n! different sequences, it is intractable to enumerate all possible orderings. Hence we consider a random walk approach combined with the Gumbel-Softmax distribution to generate continuous samples of graph node sequences with parameters to be learned with the classification objective.
We begin by introducing the weight matrix W ∈ R n×n with parameters C ∈ R Krw and defined as follows,
In other words, W is parameterized by assigning the value C s between nodes with distance s for s = 1, ..., K rw and for nodes with distance beyond K rw . The random walk transition matrix P ∈ R n×n is defined as the softmax function over the rows of the weight matrix,
In the following, we use P i and W i to denote the vectors corresponding to i th rows of the matrices P and W respectively. The notation P ij and W ij correspond to the matrix elements.
The graph sequence denoted as S(G) = (v π(1) , ..., v π(n) ) consists of consecutive graph nodes sampled from the transition probability as in Equation 6 . π(i) indicates the node index in the i th spot in the sequence, and (v π(1) , ..., v ( π (n) )) forms the permutation of (v 1 , ..., v n ). Each of the node v ∈ R n corresponds to a one-hot vector with 1 at the selected node index.
Note that the first (root) node is sampled uniformly over all of the graph nodes. However, sampling categorical variables directly from the random walk probabilities suffers from two major problems: 1) the sampling process is not inherently differentiable with respect to the distribution parameters; 2) the node sequence may repeatedly visit the same nodes multiple times while not include other unvisited nodes.
To address the first problem, we introduce the Gumbel-Softmax distribution to approximate samples from a categorical distribution [26, 27] . Considering the sampling of v π(i) from probability P π(i−1) in Equation 6, the Gumbel-Max provides the following way to draw samples from the random walk probability as v π(i) = one hot(arg j max(g j + log P π(i−1)j )) 
where g j 's are i.i.d. samples drawn from Gumbel(0, 1) distribution 1 . We further use softmax function as a continuous and differentiable approximation to arg max. The approximate sample is computed as,ṽ
The softmax temperature τ controls the closeness between the samples from the GumbelSoftmax distribution and the one-hot representation. As τ approaches 0, the sample becomes identical to the one-hot samples from the categorical distribution [26] .
To address the second problem, we introduce an additional vector T ∈ R n , which indicates the status of whether specific nodes have been visited, to regularize the transition weight and the corresponding transition probability. Specifically, T is initialized to be all 1's and the next node sequence v π(i) is sampled from the following equations where represents element-wise multiplication.,
The introduction of the additional vector T reduces the probability of nodes which have been visited while the Gumbel-Softmax distributions still remain differentiable with respect to the parameters.
The full algorithm of mapping graph nodes into sequences is described in Algorithm 1 and an example is depicted in Figure 2 . 
Recurrent neural network model on graphs
We adapt the recurrent neural network model especially LSTM to accommodate both the node attributes and the neighborhood information with the node sequences sampled from the random walk approach. As each element v π(i) in the node sequence corresponds to a softmax over all the graph nodes, the input node feature denoted as e v π(i) and the neighborhood feature denoted as N b v π(i) are computed as the weighted sum of the corresponding node and neighbor embeddings,
where e i is the representation of a node as generated by the first stage algorithm and N b i = j∈N 1 (t) e j as the aggregated neighborhood embeddings of node i. Given the state of the recurrent units defined by h t+1 = g(h t , x t ), we modify the state update as h t+1 = g (h t , x t , N b t ) to take into account both the node and neighborhood information. The graphlevel representation is formed as the sum of hidden units over all the sequence steps as follows.
For the LSTM model, we propagate the neighbor information to all the LSTM gates which allows the neighborhood information to be integrated into the gate state as shown in Figure 3 . The formulations are as follows,
Other RNN architectures such as Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) can be similarly defined by propagating the neighbor information into the corresponding gates.
Discriminative training
A predictive model is appended on the graph-level representations to predict the graph label.
In the experiment, we use a two-layer fully-connected neural network for discriminative training. All the parameters of recurrent neural networks, the random walk defined above as well as the two-layer neural network predictive models are learned with the back-propagation from the loss function defined as the cross entropy error between the predicted label and the true graph label as in Equation 13 . 
Discussion on isomorphic graphs
Most previous methods on extracting graph-level representations are designed to be invariant relative to isomorphic graphs, i.e. the graph-level representations remain the same for isomorphic graphs under different node permutations. Therefore the common practice to learn graph-level representations usually involves applying associative operators, such as sum, max-pooling, on the individual node embeddings [4, 3] . Table 2 : 10-fold cross validation accuracy on graph classification benchmark datasets.
However as we observe that for node-labeled graphs, isomorphic graphs do not necessarily share the same properties. For example, graphs representing chiral molecules are isomorphic but do not necessarily have the same properties, and hence may belong to different classes [29] . In addition, the restrictions on the associative operators limit the possibility to aggregate effective and rich information from the individual units. Recent work, such as the recently proposed GraphSAGE model, has shown that non-associative operators such as LSTM on random sequences performs better than some of the associative operators such as max-pooling aggregator at node prediction tasks [1] .
Our models rely on RNN units to capture the long term dependencies and to generate fixed-length representations for variable-sized graphs. Due to the sequential nature of RNN, the model may generate different representations under different node sequences. However with the random walk based node sequence strategy, our model will learn the parameters of the random walk approach that generates the node sequences to optimize the classification objective. The experimental results in the next section will show that our model achieves comparable or better results on benchmark graph datasets than previous methods including graph kernel methods as well as the graph neural network methods.
Experimental Results
We evaluate our model against the best known algorithms on standard graph classification benchmarks. We also provide a discussion on the roles played by the different components in our model. All the experiments are run on Intel Xeon CPU and two Nvidia Tesla K80 GPUs. The codes will be publicly available.
Graph classification 4.1.1 Datasets
The graph classification benchmarks contain five standard datasets from biological applications, which are commonly used to evaluate graph classification methods [30, 4, 28] . MUTAG, NCI1 and NCI109 are chemical compounds datasets while ENZYMES and DD are protein datasets [31, 32] . Relevant information about these datasets is shown in Table 1 . We use the same dataset setting as in Shervashidze et al. and Dai et al. [30, 4] . Each dataset is split into 10 folds and the classification accuracy is computed as the average of 10-fold cross validation.
Model Configuration
In the pretrained node representation model, We use K = 2 with the number of epochs set to 100. Following the standard practice, we use ADAM optimizer with initial learning rate as 0.0001 with adaptive decay [33] . The embedding size d is selected from {16, 32, 64, 128} tuned for the optimal classification performance. For the random walk approach to sample node sequences, we choose the softmax temperature τ from {0.5, 0.01, 0.0001} and K rw = 2. The parameters of C are initialized uniformly from 0 to 5 and is uniformly sampled from −1 to 1.
For the graph RNN classification model, we use the LSTM units as the recurrent units to process the node sequences which we term as GraphLSTM. The dimension of the hidden unit in the LSTM is selected from {16, 32, 64}. A two-layer neural network model is used as the classification model for the graph labels. The dimension of the hidden unit in the classification model is selected from {16, 32, 64}. ADAM is used for optimization with the initial learning rate as 0.0001 with adaptive decay [33] .
The baseline algorithms are Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) graph kernels including subtree kernel, edge kernel and shortest path (sp) kernel capturing different graph structures [30] , PSCN algorithm that is based on graph CNN models [15] , structure2vec models including DE-MF and DE-LBP [4] and DGCNN based on a new deep graph convolutional neural network architecture [34] . Table 2 shows the results of the classification accuracy on the five benchmark datasets. Our proposed model achieves comparable or superior results relative to the state-of-the art 
Results
Discussion on the graph RNN model
In this part, we discuss several important factors that affect the performance of our proposed graph RNN model.
Node representations
Node embeddings, as the direct inputs on the RNN model, are important to the performance of the graph RNN models [35] . We evaluate the effect of different definitions of node representations on the performance of the GraphLSTM model. We compare the set of pretrained embeddings against the baseline node representations as briefly described below,
• Raw features: the one-hot vectors H ∈ R n×k are directly used as the node representations.
• Randomized embedding: the embedding matrix E ∈ R k×d is randomly initialized as i.i.d. samples from the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. 
Node sequences
We evaluate the impact of different node ordering methods on the prediction accuracy, which is shown in Figure 6 . The baseline methods are the random permutation, Breadth First Search (BFS), and Depth First Search (DFS). Note that the baseline methods determine the graph sequences independent of the classification task. The results show that the order of the node sequence affects the classification accuracy by a large margin. The RNN model with the parameterized random walk approach achieves the best results compared to other graph ordering methods. The random permutations yields the worst performance which suggests preserving the proximity relationship of the original graph in the node sequence is important to learn the effective node representations in the classification tasks.
Conclusion
In this work, we propose a new graph learning model to directly learn graph-level representations with the recurrent neural network model from samples of variable-sized graphs. New node embedding methods are proposed to embed graph nodes into high-dimensional vector space which captures both the node features as well as the structural information. We propose a random walk approach with the Gumbel-Softmax approximation to generate continuous samples of node sequences with parameters learned from the classification objective. Empirical results show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in graph classification. We also include a discussion of our model in terms of the node embedding and the order of node sequences, which illustrates the effectiveness of the strategies used.
